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ABSTRACT
The climatic
influence of the land ice which
existed 18 ka BP is investigated
using a. climate
model developed at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory of the National Dceanic and Atmospheric
Aanin;stration.
The model cons;sts of an atmospheric
general circulation
model coupled w;th a stat;c
m;xed layer ocean model. Simulated climates are obtained from each of two versions of the model: one
with the land-ice distribution
of the present and
the other with that of 18 ka BP.
In the northern hemisphere, the difference
in the
distribution
of sea surface temperature (SST) between
the two experiments resembles the difference
between
the SST at 18 ka BP and at present as est;mated by
CLI~P Project Members (1981). In the northern hemisphere a substant;al
lower;ng of air temperature also
occurs in winter, with a less pronounced cooling
dur;ng summer. The mid-tropospheric
flow field
is
;nf1uenced by the Laurentide ice sheet and features a
split jet stream straddling
the ice sheet and a long
wave trough along the east coast of North America.
In the southern hemisphere of 18 ka BP, the ice sheet
has little
influence on temperature. An exam;nation
of hem;spher;c heat balances ind;cates that this is
because only a small change ;n interhem;spheric
heat
transport ex;sts, as the in situ radiative
compensation in the northern hemisphere counterbalances the
effective
ref1ect;on
of solar radiation by continental
ice sheets.
Hydrologic changes in the model climate are also
found, with stat;stically
significant
decreases in
soil mo;sture occurr;ng ;n a zone located to the
south of the ;ce sheets ;n North Amer;ca and Euras;a.
These find;ngs are consistent with some geological
ev;dence of reg;onal1y drier climates from the last
glac;al maximum.
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'~ny studies have suggested that the temporal
variation
of the orbit,ll
parameters of the Earth is
responsible for t.he transition
between nonglacial and
glacial climates.
HOtiever, the values of the orbital
parameters at the peak of the last major glaciation
approximately 18 ka 8P are similar to the modem
valuE~s. Therefore!, it is not likely
that they were
responsible for maintaining the cold ice-age climate,
even though they may h,lve triggered
it. On the other
hand, it is probable that the reflection
of a large
fraction
o~ insolation
by continental
ice sheets was
important in mairltaining an ice-age cl imate. Primarily
for this reason, the climatic
influence of continental
ice !;heets is chosen a~; the subject for the present
study.
To investigate
this influence,
a coupled atmospherle/mixed 1 ayer ocean model developed by Manabe and
Stouffer (1980) is used. In this model, sea surface
temperature (SST) is a predicted quantity,
so the
influence of continental
ice sheets not only on the
atmospheric circlJlation
but also on SST can be investigated.
For this reason, the study is fundamentally
different
from thclse of Gates (I976[a],[b]),
Manabe
and Hahn (1977), and Kutzbach and Guetter (1984),
which used ice-age; SSTs reconstructed
by CLIf0i4P ProATMOSPHERE
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1.. INTRODUCTION
One of the main objectives
of this study is to
investigate
hC1tlthe cold climate of an ice age is
maintained. In particular,
this study attempts to
identify
the physical factors which are responsible
for making the climate of the last major ice age much
colder than the modern climate. Such physical factors
may include (1) the existence of massive continental
ice sheets which reflect
a large fraction
of insolation,
(2) lower concentration of carbon dioxide in
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/o{)OELSTRUCTURE
As the box diagram of Figure 1 indicates, the
mathematical model used for this study consists of
three basic units:
(1) a general circulation
model of
the atmosphere, (2) a heat and water balance model
over the continents,
and (3) a simple model of the
oceanic mixed layer. A brief description
of these
three units follows.
A more detailed description
of
this atmosphere/mixed layer ocean model can be found
in Manabe and Stouffer (1980)..
The atmospheric general circulation
model computes
the rates of change with time of the vertical
component of vorticity,
horizontal
divergence, temperature, moisture, and surface pressure using the socalled spectral method. The dynamical component of
this model is developed by Gordon and Stern: (1982).
Manabe and others (1979) and Manabe and Hahn (1981)
discuss the structure
and performance of this
atmospheric model in detail.
Over the continents,
the assumption of zero surface heat storage is used to determine surface
temperatures from energy flu~es at the surface. Snow
is allowed to accumulate on the surface, with the
change in snow depth predicted as the net contribution from snowfall, sublimation,
and snow-me't.
A higher surface albedo is used when snow is present.
Also used is a water balance model which co,mputes
changes in soil moisture from the rates of rainfall,

3. EXPERII-EIffAL
DESIGN
In order to investigatE! the influence of continental ice sheets on the climate of an ice age, two
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1 t and run-off.
Further deta i1 s
of the hydro1 ogic: computat~ions can be found in
M!nabe (1969).
The oceanic mixed-layer model consists of a
vlertical1y isothE!rmal layer of static water of unif'~rm depth. This model includes the effects of
olceanic evaporation and the' heat capacity of the
o.ceanic mixed layer, but neglects the effects of
h'~rizonta1 heat transport b,y ocean currents and of
the heat exchange betlleen the mixed layer and the
deeper parts of the OCI!an. Sea ice is predicted when
tlr,e temperature of the mi):e'd 1a:ter falls
below the
freezing point of sea-~/ater' (-2 C), and a higher
surface albedo is used wher'e sea ice is present. The
distribution
and thickness of continental
ice is
prescribed at the star1: of an experiment and does not
clhange during its cour~.e, t,ut ablation and accretion
rates are computed.
r"onabe and Stouffer (1980) compared the geographical distribution
of climate from this model
with observed climatic
data. They found that, despite
some exceptions, the model succeeds in reproducing
the general characteri~.tics
of the observed distribution of surface air 'temperature and precipitation.
The success of the modl!l inl simulating the geographical distribution
of c1 imat~e and its seasonal
variation encouraged the authors to conduct the
present study by use 01: th is model.
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Fig.2. February monthly mean 55T difference
(degrees Kelvin, stippling
indicates
positive difference).
Top: diff~rence
betoleen ice-sheet and stilndard experiments. Bottom: difference
betolej!n 18 ka BP and present (as reconstructed
by
CLIMAP Project Members 1981). Areas covered by sea ice in the ice-sheet experiment and at 18 ka BP are indicated by black shading.
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long-term integrations
of the atmosphere/mixed layer
ocean model described in the preceding section are
conducted. The first
time integration,
hereafter
identified
as the standard experiment, assumes as a
boundary condition the modern distribution
of continental ice. The second time integration
assumes the
distribution
of continental
ice at the time of the
last glacial maximumas reconstructed
by CLItoIAP
Project Members (1981) and will hereafter be identified as the ice-sheet experiment.
A difference
in sea-level between the two experiments of 150 m is prescribed,
consistent with the
glacial
lowering of sea-level as estimated by the
Climate: Long-range Interpretation,
Mapping and Prediction
(CLItoIAP)project.
Orbital parameters in both
experiments are set at modern values, making the distribution
of insolation
at the top of the atmosphere
with latitude
and season the same in both experiments.
This simplification
is reasonable, since the orbital
parameters at 18 ka BP are not very different
from
the modern values. The distribution
of the surface
albedos of snow- and ice-free areas is prescribed to
be the same in both experiments.
The initial
condition for both time integrations
is a dry, isothermal atmosphere at rest coupled with
an isothermal mixed layer ocean. In both cases, the
model is time-integrated
for 20 seasonal cycles. A
quasi-equilibrium
model climate is achieved after
15 model years, and the subsequent five-year period
is used for analysis in each experiment.

4. CLIMATICRESPONSE
4(a). Sea surface temperature
---To
illustrate
the effect of continental
ice on
the distribution
of SST, Figure 2 is constructed. This
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Fig.3. Winter (DJF) zonal mean SST (degrees Kelvin)
and sea-ice thickness (scale represents 5 m) for
the North Atlantic
Ocean from the standard and
ice-sheet experiments.

Fig.4.

Winter (~F)

500 mbar geopotential

sheets
figure shOlols,a:. an example, the geographical distributions of the ~;STdifference
of the model mixed layer
ocean between thE! ice-sheet and standard experiments for
February. This I:an be compared to the distribution
of
SST difference
bE!tween 18 ka BP and the present as
determined by CI_Iro\A.P
Project Members (1981), which is
added to the lowE,r half of the figure.
In the northErn hemisphere, SSTs from the icesheet experimen't are sign ificantly
lower than the
corresponding tj~lTIperatures in the standard experiment.
The SST differences are most pronounced in the midlatitudes
of thl~ North Atlantic
and the North Pacific,
with the cool in!} over the Atlantic
generally larger
than that over 'the Pacific.
This is in good qual itative agreement Ijith the difference
between the
distributions
of SST now and in 18 ka BP obtained
by I:LIro\A.PProjec:t Members (1981).
In contrast, the :;ST differences
in the southern
hemisphere of the mod,~l are very small whereas the
S~ .differenc~s
as estimated by CLIl-'Ap'are of sign1f1cant magnltude. ,~~;most changes in the distribution of contirlental
ice between the two experiments
are located in l;he northern hemisphere, this result
suggests that t~le pre~;ence of an ice sheet in one
hemisphere has relatil/ely
1 ittle
,influence on the
distribution
of SST in the other hemisphere.
It is significant
that, in winter, the SST
difference
is largest in the mid-latitudes
of the
Nort.h Atlantic
and North Pacific oceans. This is near
the southern mar'gin 01' the extens ive sea ice which is
pre!;ent in the ice-shE!et experiment. One can appreciate
the reason for this location by consulting Figure 3
whic:h shows the latitudinal
distributions
of zonal
mean SST over the Norl;h Atlantic
Ocean for winter
obtained from bOtil experiments. As this figure
indicatE~s, SST always remclins at the freezing point
(i.E!. -2.C) beneath SE!aice and increases equatorward
of l;he sea-ice margin in both experiments. It is,
therefore,
reasonilbl e that the SST difference
is
lar£lest in the neighborhood of the sea-ice margin
in the ice-sheet I~xperiment.
4(b). Atmospheric circ:ulation
[n-the preced~;ubsection,
it is shown that the
extensive sea ice whic:h forms in the North Atlantic
Ocea,nexerts a strong influence upon the distribution
of S,STin the ice'.sheE~t experiment. Some of the key
processes responsible for the formation of this sea
ice may be identilFied based upon the analysis of the
atmospheric circulation
obtained from the ice-sheet
expEriment.
Figure 4 contilins the December-January-February
(DJF) map of the I}eopotential height at 500 mbar
which is obtained from the ice-sheet experiment.
From this map, onl~ carl infer the flCM field
at
500 mbar level of the model atmosphere with the aid

height

I:m) from the ice-sheet

experiment.
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of the geostrophic relationship.
According to this
figure,
the mid-tropospheric
flow field
in the icesheet experiment is characterized
by (1) the double
jet streams straddling
the laurentide
ice sheet and
(2) a planetary wave trough along the east coast of
the North A~rican continent.
Along the southern
branch of the jet located near the southern boundary
of the ice sheet, cyclone waves propagate eastward
inducing intense snowfall. Under the northern jet,
cold air flows around the northern periphery of the
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Laurentide and the I;reenland ice sheets, eventually
reaching the surface of the North Atlantic Ocean.
This is clearly ,illustrated
in Figure 5 which
contains the map of !;urface streaml ines for the DJF
season from the ice-!;heet experiment. By the time
this air mass reache!; the North Atlantic
Ocean, it

is extremely cold and is,responsible for the
formation of the thi<:k sea ice over the model ocean.
This is impl fed in tile upper portion of Figure 6,
which illustrates
tJhE!distribution
of the difference
DJf 9O'N
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Fig.5. Winter surface wind vectors and stre'aml ines from the icE~-shee.t experiment.
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in surface air temperature between the ice sheet and
the standard experiments. As can be noted by comparing this figure and Figurt! 2, the difference
in
surface air temperature betwt!en the two experiments
over the North Atlantic
Ocean is much larger than the
corresponding difference
in !;ea surface temperature
<JtIing to the thermal insulation
by sea ice. The
intense outf1<Jt1 of cold air described above partly
explains why the difference
in surface air temperature over the North Atlantic
Ocean between the two
experiments is significantly
larger than the corresponding difference
over the North Pacific
in winter.
Over the continents
in the northern hemisphere
the February difference
in surface air temperature
between the two experiments is large, particularly
near southern continental
ice margins where cold
katabatic winds blow southward from the massive ice
sheets. In summer (June-Ju1y-August (JJA», the
difference
in surface air temperature over the continents of the northern hemisphere is much smaller,
as indicated in the l<Jt1er half of Figure 6. One can
even note isolated areas of positive difference
where the ice-sheet experiment is simulated to be
warmer than the standard experiment. These positive
differences
usually occur in the areas where the
aridity
of the soil increase!; from the standard to the
ice-sheet experiments. This topic is the subject of
the discussion in a subsequent subsection.
The smallness of the difference
in summer temperature described above is not consistent with the recent
compilation
of paleoclimatic
data from 18 ka BP by
Peterson and others (1979), which indicates larger
differences
in temperature between 18 ka BP and the
present during all seasons. It may be necessary to
incl ude other factors such a!; the differences
in
surface albedo and atmospher1ic concentrations
of
carbon dioxide in climate models in order to reproduce cold surface air temperatures in summer over
the continents
in middle and high latitudes
of the
northern hemisphere.
Partly because of the war-mcontinental
air described above, very rapid me11:ing is indicated at
the southern periphery of both the Scandinavian and
Laurentide ice sheets. It is found, h<Jtlever, that
the rate of ablation of an ice sheet depends
critically
upon the specific values of some key
parameters such as the surface albedo of melting ice
and the fraction
of meltwater which becomes run-off.
Further studies are required before one can determine these parameters, and the factors which influence them, reliably.

ice in the northE'rll hernisphere, the hemispheric heat
budgl?ts of the mcldel a1:mosphereare obtained from the
standard and ice-s'heet experiments. For the northern
hemi!;phere, the net d~lnward flux of solar radiation
at tile top of the' modell atmosphere in the ice-sheet
experiment is 5.6 ill m-'! 1ess than the corresponding
flux in the stanclard e)(periment. This is primarily
due 1;0 the reflection
of insolation
by the large area
of continental
ice. ThE! difference
in incoming solar
radiation is essentially
counterbalanced by a diff~rence of 5.8 W m-2 in outgoing terrestrial
radiation
at tile top of the lnodel atmosphere in the northern
hemi!.phere. Althou'~ t/'le rate of interhemispheric
heat exchange is also different
in the two experiment!., the magnitu,je of the difference
is only
0.4 ~, m-2, and fs Inuch sma11er than the d iff erences
in ttle net incomin'~ solar radiation
and net outgOi.'!,g
terrE!S trial
radiat Ion in the northern hemisphere.
In ttle southern he'nisp~lere, there is 1 ittl e change
in both the incomillg solar radiation
and the outgoin~, terrestrial
radiaition.
These results Indicate that, in the ice-sheet
experiment, the ef1'ectfve reflection
of incoming
solar radiation reduces the surface and atmospheric
tempE'ratures fn thl? nor'thern hemisphere of the
model and, accordingly,
the outgoing terrestrial
radiation at the top of the atmosphere. The
relat.ively
low surl'ace temperature in the northern
hemisphere induces a sff~ll increase in the heat
suppl ied from the ~'armer atmosphere in the southern
hemisphere. However, the radiative
compensation in
the northern hemisphere is much more effective
than the thermal adjustment through the interhemispheric heat e)tchange fn the model atmosphere.

4(d). Hydrologic rE~se

-rhe
geographiC111-dlStribution
of the percentage
change in annual mE!ansoil moisture between the two
experiments is sh~ln fn Figure 7. As discussed in the
figure caption, no contours are drawn in regions of
increase in soil moisture. Large areas with a
reduction of soil nloisture in the ice-sheet experiment
are evident south of the Laurentfde and Scandinavian
ice sheets. Tests for statistical
significance
of the
difference
in soil moisture at each gridpoint,
using
the method of Chervin and Schneider (1976), indicate
that the differen':E!S fn soil moisture are signfficant in a broad b'el t south of the ice sheet in the
western Soviet Union and a smaller area in the Great
Plains of North AmE~rica.
The reduction of soil moisture in these regions
is consistent with geological evidence of loess in
both areas. One of the models for loess deposition
(Smalley 1972) sug!lests that the particles
are
carried by the wind from the outwash of glacial sedi-

4(c). Hemispheric heat balance
-To
evaTuate-tne-,ack-or-response
in the southern
hemisphere to the presence of widespread continental
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ments. Some have suggested that the existence of
loess is indicative
of a dry (or at least seasonally
dry) climate during the time of its deposition.
An examination of the CaUSE!S
of the model reduction in soil moisture indicates that a reduction
of precipitation
is a primary i'actor. In North
America, this reduction occurs primarily
in summer
and results from the small amount of moisture
suppl fed to the atmosphere by !;ubl imation from the
cold Laurentide ice sheet. In Eurasia, similar processes also operate. In addition,
the reduction in
Eurasia during the warm season is related to the
shift of the middle-latitude
precipitation
belt
from.a position several hundred kilometers
south of
the ice-sheet margin to a position along the icesheet margin. This shift is probably due to enhanced
baroclinicity
in this region resulting
from the
large
sheet

contrast
margin.

in surface

temperature

across

the

ice-

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, it was found that the distribution
of continental
ice, as modeled for 18 ka BP, exerts
a major influence on the climate of a coupled
atmosphere/mixed layer ocean model. Large reductions
of SST in the northern hemisphere occur which are
qualitatively
similar to the SSTs for 18 ka BP which
were reconstructed
by CLIMAP Project Members (1981).
A major reduction of surface air temperature in the
northern hemisphere is also produced for the wiAter
season, but is not present in summer.
In addition,
the Laurentide ice sheet strongly
influences the general circulation
of the model atmosphere, particularly
in winter, when a double jet
stream forms which straddles the ice sheet. Under the
northern jet stream, an extremely cold air mass flows
along the northern periphery of the ice sheet,
eventually reaching the North Atlantic
Ocean and
forming thick sea ice. Along the southern jet stream,
cyclone waves propagate eastward and are responsible
for intense snowfall prevailing
along the southern
boundary of the ice sheet. The role of this intense
snowfall in the growth and maintenance of the ice
sheet is the subject of future investigation.
It is of interest that both the Laurentide and
Scandinavian ice sheets induce soil aridity
in zonal
belts located just to the south of the ice sheets.
In particular,
the simulated dry belt located to the
south of the Scandinavian ice sheet is pronounced due
to the poleward shift of the precipitation
belt to
the southern boundary of the ice sheet. It is desirable to perform further
assessment of this result in
the light of a wide variety of geological evidence.
The results of this study also suggest that the
effects of the extent of the increased continental
ice alone are insufficient
to explain the glacial
climate of the southern hemisphere, although variations in the Earth's orbital parameters may be!
the
responsible
extent offoriceinducinq
sheets the
in the
large
northern
fluctuationS
hemisp
! ere
in
during the Quaternary. Thus it is necessary to look
for mechanisms other than the interhemispheric
xchange of heat in the atmosphere in order to ex lain
the low temperature in the southern hemisphere. J
This is consistent with the result$ of Suarez a'1d
Held (1982) using a simple energy balance modellto
study the astronomical theory of the ice ages. I
Among the potential
mechanisms for the cooling
of the southern hemisphere during glacial times is
a change in the cross-equatorial
heat transport by
the ocean circulation.
Other processes which can
cause an almost simultaneous change of temperatJre
in both hemispheres are fluctuations
in the concentration
of carbon dioxide or the loading of
aerosols in the atmosphere. Indeed, the results from
the recent analysis of ice cores from the Antarctic
and Greenland ice sheets suggest that the atmospheric concentration
of CO2 during the last glacial
1
maximumwas about 200 ppmv and is significantly
I
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a1ld ice

sheets

less Ulan the CUrrE!nt concentration of 340 ppmv
(Berner and others 1980, Delmas and others 1980,
StauffE!r and others, 1984). If such a reduction did
occur, it could account 1'or much of the cooling of
the southern
results.

hemis~lhere

indicated

in the CLI/o'AP
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